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The Emerald Berries The Adventures Of Sophie Mouse
Learning about special emerald berries that may provide a perfect color for a new painting, Sophie and her friend Hattie Frog
embark on a scary mission to faraway Weedsnag Way and receive help from a long-missing squirrel. Simultaneous.
Every night the rhyme gets read. Every night Dish and Spoon run away. And every night they return--until tonight! Where can Dish
and Spoon be? The rhyme can't go on without them, so Cat, Cow, and Dog set out to search for their missing friends. But where to
start? Should they go north? East? Northeast? They'll just have to read Fork's map, ask directions, and try not to get lost in Little
Boy Blue's haystack or under Miss Muffet's tuffet or in Big Bad Wolf's kitchen--"FEE, FI, FO . . ." Oh no. Could that be the giant?
In this first of a charming series about a little mouse and her forest friends, Sophie Mouse must convince her classmates—and
herself—that a new student is nothing to fear. Even if he is a snake! Readers will delight in The Adventures of Sophie Mouse! In the
first book of The Adventures of Sophie Mouse, springtime has arrived at Silverlake Forest! The animals are coming out of their
homes, buds are blooming on the trees, and the air smells of honeysuckles and tree bark. Sophie Mouse can’t wait to go back to
school after the long winter break. Even better, there’s a new student in class—Sophie loves meeting new animals! But the class
gasps when Owen enters: he’s a snake! No one is brave enough to sit near him, or play with Owen at recess, or even talk to him.
Can Sophie help her friends understand that Owen’s not scary after all? With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost
every page, the Adventures of Sophie Mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.
The first ten books in The Adventures of Sophie Mouse chapter book series are now available in one charming collectible
paperback boxed set! Explore Silverlake Forest with Sophie Mouse and her friends as they go back to school, go hunting for
berries, learn to swim, and much more! With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, The Adventures of
Sophie Mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning readers. This delightful boxed set includes: A New Friend The Emerald
Berries Forget-Me-Not Lake Looking for Winston The Maple Festival Winter’s No Time to Sleep! The Clover Curse A Surprise
Visitor The Great Big Paw Print It’s Raining, It’s Pouring
Sophie, Hattie, and Owen stumble across an adorable cottage hidden in the woods in this eighteenth charming book of The
Adventures of Sophie Mouse! Sophie and her friends discover an adorable cottage hidden in the woods. And it seems as if no one
lives there! The three friends each find something special to love about the little home, and soon they spend all their free time
there. But one day, they discover that things have been moved in the cottage. Does someone live there after all? With easy-to-
read language and illustrations on almost every page, the Sophie Mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning readers!
The eccentric Miss Tizzy, a beloved friend to all the children in her neighborhood, needs their help in remaining happy when she is
sick in bed.
Sophie helps a ladybug with a surprise party in this seventeenth adorable book of The Adventures of Sophie Mouse series! Sophie
meets a ladybug setting up for a surprise party in Silverlake Forest. Sophie offers to run some errands in town to help her new
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friend. But by the time Sophie gets to town, she’s forgotten what the ladybug said! Will Sophie’s friends be able to help her in time
to pull off the big surprise? With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, the Adventures of Sophie Mouse
chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.
This book explores the relationship and organization of 17th Century burial landscapes within their associated settlements and the
wider setting of colonial northeast British North America to provide readers with a more holistic understanding of settlers’
relationship with mortality.
In this second book of The Adventures of Sophie Mouse, Sophie and her friend Hattie Frog go on a daring adventure
through the woods in search of some special art supplies! In the second book in The Adventures of Sophie Mouse,
Sophie learns about some special emerald berries that will make the most perfect color for a painting she wants to do!
But the seamstress who’s using the berries tells Sophie that they can only be found in one part of the forest: Weedsnag
Way. Though that’s far from home, and a little scary, Sophie convinces her best friend, Hattie Frog, that they will be fine.
But all is not quite fine, and the girls get lost along the way! Thanks to the help of a squirrel who disappeared from Pine
Needle Grove years ago, Sophie and Hattie find the emerald berries…and their way home! With easy-to-read language
and illustrations on almost every page, the Adventures of Sophie Mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.
A must-have guide for mushroom hunters in the Pacific Northwest Mushrooms of the Pacific Northwest is a compact,
beautifully illustrated field guide to 460 of the region's most common mushrooms. In addition to profiles on individual
species, it also includes a general discussion and definition of fungi, information on where to find mushrooms and
guidelines on collecting them, an overview of fungus ecology, and a discussion on how to avoid mushroom poisoning.
More than 500 superb color photographs Helpful keys for identification Clear coded layout Covers Oregon, Washington,
southern British Columbia, Idaho, and western-most Montana Essential reference for mushroom enthusiasts, hikers, and
naturalists
The eighth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! When ferret Swartt Sixclaw
and the badger Sunflash the Mace swear a pledge of death upon each other, it is the beginning of a long and bitter
struggle between them. And when the Abbess of Redwall banishes a young creature from the Abbey, the Outcast of
Redwall finds himself embroiled in their hostile battle.
This stunning fantasy inspired by Chinese folklore is a companion novel to Starry River of the Sky and the New York
Times bestselling and National Book Award finalist When the Sea Turned to Silver In the valley of Fruitless mountain, a
young girl named Minli lives in a ramshackle hut with her parents. In the evenings, her father regales her with old
folktales of the Jade Dragon and the Old Man on the Moon, who knows the answers to all of life's questions. Inspired by
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these stories, Minli sets off on an extraordinary journey to find the Old Man on the Moon to ask him how she can change
her family's fortune. She encounters an assorted cast of characters and magical creatures along the way, including a
dragon who accompanies her on her quest for the ultimate answer. Grace Lin, author of the beloved Year of the Dog and
Year of the Rat returns with a wondrous story of adventure, faith, and friendship. A fantasy crossed with Chinese folklore,
Where the Mountain Meets the Moon is a timeless story reminiscent of The Wizard of Oz and Kelly Barnhill's The Girl
Who Drank the Moon. Her beautiful illustrations, printed in full-color, accompany the text throughout. Once again, she
has created a charming, engaging book for young readers.
Ava and her friends race to rescue a unicorn in the second book in the adorable, new Secret Rescuers series. Ava is
horrified when Clover, a baby unicorn, is stolen from his herd by the evil Sir Fitzroy. She comes up with a secret plan to
rescue him, and, wearing a clever disguise, Ava bravely sets off into the night. But will she be able to teach Clover to fly
in time to escape?
There are millions of things to measure . . . and almost as many ways to measure them! Marvelosissimo the
Mathematical Magician is back -- and ready to explore the invention of length, weight, and volume measurements. After
that, with another wave of his wand, the wizard introduces the world of metrics and makes it easy to understand the basic
pattern of meters, liters, and grams. With Steven Kellogg's playful and delightfully detailed illustrations, measuring has
never been such a blast!
English Fairy Tales - Joseph Jacobs - Joseph Jacobs He published his English fairy tale collections: English Fairy Tales
in 1890 and More English Fairy Tales in 1893.From the Preface:'WHO says that English folk have no fairy tales of their
own? The present volume contains only a selection out of some 140, of which I have found traces in this country. It is
probable that many more exist. A quarter of the tales in this volume have been collected during the last ten years or so,
and some of them have not been hitherto published. Up to 1870, it was said equally of France and of Italy, that they
possessed no folk-tales. Yet, within fifteen years from that date, over 1000 tales had been collected in each country.
A series of heart-warming medical dramas set in a community of cute animals.When Bramble the Hedgehog is trying to
lose his wobbly tooth he doesn't quite go about it in the right way and ends up needing Dr KittyCat's help.
Wishing she could play in the water like her friends Hattie Frog and Owen Snake, Sophie Mouse regrets being a mouse
until her friends figure out a way for her to join in their splashy fun. Simultaneous and eBook.
While Sophie Mouse and her forest friends are playing in the snow one day, they accidentally wake a hibernating
hedgehog named Pippa, who is a little grumpy at first, but Sophie, Hattie, and Owen show her all the fun things to do in
wintertime.
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The first four Adventures of Sophie Mouse books are now available in one charming boxed set! Join Sophie Mouse in
Silverlake Forest as she makes a new friend, looks for special emerald berries, learns to swim at Forget-Me-Not Lake,
builds a fort at Butterfly Brook with her forest friends, and more! With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost
every page, the Adventures of Sophie Mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning readers. This adorable collection
includes: A New Friend The Emerald Berries Forget-Me-Not Lake Looking for Winston
Rare edition with unique illustrations. Hans Christian Andersen was a Danish author best known for writing children's
stories including "The Little Mermaid" and "The Ugly Duckling." But he didn't just write short stories, and his intended
audience wasn't restricted to children. In addition to his fairy tales, Andersen wrote poems, plays, novels, travel books,
essays, and more. He hungered for recognition at home (Denmark) and abroad-and he got it! Eventually. Today, his
stories can be read in over one hundred languages. But no matter what language they're in, Andersen's tales have got
something for everyone. In them, you'll find beauty, tragedy, nature, religion, artfulness, deception, betrayal, love, death,
judgment, penance, and-occasionally-a happy ending. They're complex tales, but since Andersen himself was pretty
complex, we like to think that art imitates life. Or something like that. The Princess and the Pea is a literary fairy tale by
Hans Christian Andersen about a young woman whose royal identity is established by a test of her physical sensitivity.
The story tells of a prince who wants to marry a princess, but is having difficulty finding a suitable wife. Something is
always wrong with those he meets, and he cannot be certain they are real princesses. One stormy night a young woman
drenched with rain seeks shelter in the prince's castle. She claims to be a princess, so the prince's mother decides to test
their unexpected unwitting guest by placing a pea in the bed she is offered for the night, covered by 20 mattresses and
20 feather-beds. In the morning, the guest tells her hosts that she endured a sleepless night, kept awake by something
hard in the bed; which she is certain has bruised her. The prince rejoices. Only a real princess would have the sensitivity
to feel a pea through such a quantity of bedding. The two are married, and the pea is placed in the Royal Museum.
During Ares' birthday, Aphrodite is intent on making sure he has a good time, but that requires her to keep an eye on his
sister Eris, who is planning mischief.
Eight-year-old Sophie learns about some special emerald berries that will make the perfect color for a painting she wants
to do, so she asks her friend Hattie to go with her to Weedsnag Way, a part of the forest that is far from home and very
frightening.
The ninth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! Far away, on the isle of
Sampetra, the evil Emperor Ublaz sends his lizard army on a murderous mission to Redwall. Meanwhile, Tansy the
hedgehog and her fellow Abbey dwellers race against time to unravel the fiendishly difficult riddles leading to six rose-
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coloured gems - the Pearls of Lutra.
Tells the story of the Meadow family and the life they lead in the quiet country town of Blue Hill, Virginia.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To
ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Adventure Guide is designed to help parents, teachers, and students discover and analyze biblical themes and literature
concepts while reading Little Pilgrim's Progress. Partnering with the Adventure Guide will make reading this incredible allegory an
unforgettable event for your child or student. The guide breaks the novel down into 2 parts, Christian's journey and Christiana's
journey. Each journey is separated into four reading sections. These reading sections include vocabulary, questions, allegorical
interpretations, literature elements, Bible application, character charts, and character matching. A Parent/Teacher Helps section is
also included, offering detailed suggestions regarding story charts, a mapping bulletin board that can also be used as a game, and
several art and literature extensions. Oftentimes literature activities become busy work that detracts from the story. But the
Adventure Guide activities and story extensions are meaningful and encourage further examination of story characters, themes,
and symbolism. A brief biography of John Bunyan is also included to aide in discussion about the original classic, Pilgrim's
Progress.
Mona the mouse has finally found a place to call home, the cozy Heartwood Hotel, where she works as a maid and sleeps
snuggled up in a room with her best friend. Following the festive St. Slumber celebration, most of the guests have settled in to
hibernate, and the staff is looking forward to a relaxing winter. But disruptions abound, from a difficult duchess to a mysterious
midnight snacker. As the snow stacks higher, Mona will have to gather friends both old and new to keep the peace, finding help in
some of the most unexpected places. The second book in the enchanting Heartwood Hotel series, The Greatest Gift will warm
your heart with its endearing characters and exquisite illustrations. Praise for the Magical Animal Adoption Agency series "[This]
gentle tale of magic and self-reliance will entertain confident new independent readers. Clover's sweet story is a good next step for
lovers of the Magic Tree House." -Kirkus Reviews "Readers will be envious of the world of magic that Clover becomes ensconced
in and eager to read future installments." -Publishers Weekly "[A] charming story, delicately written, with a winning heroine. . .
[and] a conclusion that will satisfy young readers." -Booklist Online "Graduates of sparkly chapter-book series will be right at home
and looking for the next installment posthaste." -Kirkus Reviews "[T]he gentle but intrepid Clover continues to charm." -Bulletin of
the Center for Children's Books
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Join Sophie Mouse and her forest friends in Silverlake Forest as they make a new friend, learn to swim at Forget-Me-Not Lake,
find an unlucky four-leaf clover, and more! The Adventures of Sophie Mouse is perfect for beginning readers with easy-to-read
language and illustrations on almost every page. Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Spotlight
a division of ABDO.
Heather and Picket are extraordinary rabbits with ordinary lives until calamitous events overtake them, spilling them into a
cauldron of misadventures. They discover that their own story is bound up in the tumult threatening to overwhelm the wider world.
Kings fall and kingdoms totter. Tyrants ascend and terrors threaten. Betrayal beckons, and loyalty is a broken road with peril
around every bend.Where will Heather and Picket land? How will they make their stand?
A beautifully designed edition of one of the most beloved science fiction novels of all time... First published in 1895, The Time
Machine won author H.G. Wells immediate recognition and has been regarded ever since as one of the great masterpieces in the
literature of science fiction. It popularized the concept of time travel and introduced the concept of a "time machine" device that
could travel forwards and backwards through the years. It is the story of one man’s astonishing journey beyond the conventional
limits of the imagination. One of the most renowned works of science fiction, The Time Machine reflects on the adventures of The
Time Traveller - a man who constructs a machine which allows him to explore what the future has to offer. When he courageously
steps out of his machine for the first time, he finds himself in the year 802,701—and everything has changed. In this unfamiliar
utopian age, creatures seem to dwell together in perfect harmony. Thinking he can study these marvelous beings and unearth
their secret then return to his own time, he discovers that his only avenue of escape, his invention, has been stolen. Wells is
generally credited with the popularization of the concept of time travel by using a vehicle that allows an operator to travel
purposefully and selectively. The term "time machine", which was coined by Wells, is now universally used to refer to such a
vehicle. The book has been adapted for a number of films and elevision shows, as well as inspiring other science fiction writers.
Amy is excited to meet her new stepsister Chloe…but it turns out Chloe doesn’t feel the same way! Can Amy and Chloe get along?
Amy’s mom and dad have been divorced for as long as Amy can remember, but nothing prepares Amy for the news she gets on a
weekend visit to her dad’s house in Orange Blossom: Amy’s dad is remarrying! In addition to getting a stepmother, Amy will also
be getting a stepsister her age named Chloe. As the girls spend more time together, Amy realizes that Chloe isn’t as nice as she
appears to be in front of the grown-ups. Chloe plays pranks on Amy and is just downright mean to her. Amy worries that she’ll be
stuck with this stinky stepsister for life. Will she and Chloe ever be friends? With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost
every page, The Critter Club chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.
The Emerald BerriesSimon and Schuster
A newly-hatched, rare scarlet dragon comes under the special protection of the King and Prince Lucas, so when the dragon becomes ill
Lucas and Clara set out for the forest of Burth to find the vixberries needed for a cure.
Wall-E meets Hatchet in this New York Times bestselling illustrated middle grade novel from Caldecott Honor winner Peter Brown Can a
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robot survive in the wilderness? When robot Roz opens her eyes for the first time, she discovers that she is all alone on a remote, wild island.
She has no idea how she got there or what her purpose is--but she knows she needs to survive. After battling a violent storm and escaping a
vicious bear attack, she realizes that her only hope for survival is to adapt to her surroundings and learn from the island's unwelcoming
animal inhabitants. As Roz slowly befriends the animals, the island starts to feel like home--until, one day, the robot's mysterious past comes
back to haunt her. From bestselling and award-winning author and illustrator Peter Brown comes a heartwarming and action-packed novel
about what happens when nature and technology collide.
Team Galactic commanders Jupiter, Mars and Saturn are determined to bomb Lake Verity, Lake Valor and Lake Acuity to awaken the
Legendary Lake Pokémon that dwell in their depths! Diamond, Pearl and Platinum divide forces to stop them—but can they conquer? Then,
when things go awry, it’s...Diamond to the rescue?! Plus, meet Abomasnow, Tangrowth, Buizel, Gastrodon, Purugly, Staravia, and Luxray! --
VIZ Media
Logan must face his fears and brave a ghostly encounter in this fourth book of a wholesome series that’s like Little House on the Prairie for
younger readers. Something is rustling in the bushes and making weird sounds down by the water. According to Logan’s older brother,
Drew, it’s the Ghost of Juniper Creek. But Logan is determined to show no fear...at least not in front of his friends and family. So when Drew
dares Logan and his friend Anthony to confront the spirit, the two boys bravely head to the creek where the ghost awaits… With easy-to-read
language and illustrations on almost every page, the Tales from Maple Ridge chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.
The first three books in The Adventures of Sophie Mouse series are now available in one enchanting paperback bind-up! Join Sophie Mouse
and her forest friends in Silverlake Forest as they make a new friend, look for special emerald berries, and learn to swim at Forget-Me-Not
Lake in this all-in-one paperback edition! With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, the Adventures of Sophie Mouse
chapter books are perfect for beginning readers. This fantastic three-book bind-up includes A New Friend, The Emerald Berries, and Forget-
Me-Not Lake.
Welcome to the Kingdom of Wrenly—a new chapter book series full of fantasy and adventure. Meet Lucas, the eight year-old prince, and
Clara, the daughter of the queen’s seamstress. Lucas is an only child who longs to make friends and go on adventures. Clara knows the
kingdom well, so she and Lucas team up and explore the lands of Wrenly! In The Lost Stone, Lucas and Clara search for Queen Tasha’s
missing emerald. On their exciting adventure, they travel to all the main attractions of Wrenly: Primlox (the island of fairies), Burth (the island
of trolls), Crestwood (the island of dragons), Hobsgrove (the island of wizards), and the beautiful Mermaid’s Cove. King Caleb has promised
to reward the person who finds the precious stone, and Lucas and Clara are determined to search the entire kingdom until they find it! With
easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, The Kingdom of Wrenly chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.
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